[GCam] Samsung Galaxy M10 Google Camera

The Google Camera app simply delivers best-in-class picture and video quality, even in low light. Fingerprint scanning technology You can ask for a fingerprint scan and you won't have to worry about privacy issues anymore. The smartphone fingerprint scanner works like a regular keyboard and you can use it to unlock your device, enter or save data from your Google account. Shooting Movies Using RAW The smartphone also offers the ability to shoot
RAZVEY videos based on real events. You can create video files in MP4 format. With these videos, you can share them with friends, colleagues, and view them on your gadgets. Extensive Connectivity Use the 3.5mm universal jack to connect an external microphone, stereo headphones, and other devices. You can also use the camera to connect to a car system, a wireless keyboard, or a device to send and receive data. Detailed Specifications Description Files
(1.02 Mb) Description: Stylish smartphone with two slots for SIM-cards, support for two SIM, to choose from - 24 or 5 GB of internal memory with the possibility of expanding it with microSD cards up to 32 GB Main characteristics Video (44.46 Mb/480p) WiFi Bluetooth GPRS FM Radio GPS Memory card slot microSD IMEI Dimensions 65 x 56 x 9.9mm Weight 140 g Advantages: Convenient interface Easy application installation Security Software
Design and support Android 4.4 iOS 5.2 Payment The photo shows a smartphone with a 2-core processor installed (Samsung Galaxy S4). Comparison with other smartphones Colors At the moment, several new models with similar names and characteristics are on sale. If you want to buy a smartphone with a similar screen, then you should not buy the first available models, but rather compare all the available ones. We are on Google+ Favorites Welcome all!
My name is Vitaly Shemyakin. He went from a simple programmer to the head of IT projects. I am interested in creating, maintaining and promoting websites, security and various security techniques.
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